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cenefal Information
Construction of this A/C is not difficult; however, certain skills anC tools are
required to complete successfull-v its construction. The welding of A /C steel tubing is probably the skill which gives most first-time amateur A/C builders the most
concern. Welding can be learned however, by the average person with the will to
learn. Expert welds are an absolute requirement in the construction of any steel
tube A/C.
If you continue to lack confidence in your ability to constantly produce
expert weld joints, you may hire a skilled A & E mechanic to complete the welds
after you have cut, fjt and tack-welded the material together. The woodworking
involved is also not difficult, as it mostl.v entails cutting to size material already
finished. The basic metalworking is restricted for the most part to the use of hacksaw, fi.le, grinder, pow€f drill press and hand-held drill.
You should also have an
extra supply of high speed twist drills in the following sizes: LLl64, LSl64, L9164
and 23/64. You will need good quality straight reamers of the following sizes: 3116,
Ll4, 5/16 and 3/8. In airframe construction you should drill all the holes for airframe bolts slightiy undersize and then ream very carefully for a perfect fit. By
this method, there wiil be no sloppy fitting. A good welding rig will be required,
whether you just tack weld or do all the welding. If you have access to a circular
saw, band or jig saw you may save considerable money and time by cutting your
otvn cap strips from rough stock and cutting many of the small similar shaped wing
rib parts at one time.
You will note that the prints call for a large amount of "Fit on assembly" in
its construction. This is required because no two people will build each part exactly
the same. Before you cut or drill material, be sure you have the location of its
assembly properly measured. Otherwise much wasted material may be the result.
-You will also note that for the most part I have not indicated the length of the
airframe bolts that are used in various parts of the construction. I have indicated
the AN number which gives the proper diameter. When you fit your bolts, make
certain they go through the material so that threads are not in the load bearing
areas in shear, that at least one washer is under the nut and on elastic stop nuts,
at least one fuIl thread is showing beyond the nut.
Another extremely important item is to insure you have sufficient space in u'hich
to build the A/C.
A single car garage is about the smallest space practical. A twocar garage is about right.
Materials for construction of your aircraft are available from a number of places.
The advertisements in "SPORT AVIATION" contain supplies of all the material you
will need, ask for copies of all the suppliers' catalogues. As most of your material
will be shipped to you, this will add about LiYoto 2OTotothe total cost of your AlC.
Perhaps the most important thing you can do to insure you will complete '-our
project is to join the E. A. A. Chapter in your area. You will find the help, skills and
advice required to complete your project in the members of the Chapter. Each one
will be more than willing to help you get your A /C completed. They will supply the
"EAr{ DESIGNEE, " a person usually extremely well experienced in amateur A/C
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construction, who will go over your work as you progress. Normally, he will not
1et you present to the F.A.A, a product which is not up to the proper A/C standards.
By all means, maintain your national membership in the Experimental Aircraft
Association. With the "SPORT AVIATION" coming in each month, your incentive
will be maintained to complete your AlC.
Wings
The wings should be built first because when completed they can be easily stowed
against a wall or on the overhead while the fuselage is being constructed. The wings
are relatively simple to build and will give the first-time builder confidence early in
the construction period.
Wing Ribs
Lay out the wing airfoil, NACA44L2, on a piece of 314" plyvood 12" w'ide and 6t
long. The cap strips of Ll4 x 3/8 spruce are used throughout. Gussets are of 1/16
mahogany A/C plywood. Gussets may be eitherthe short type applied only at the
intersection of cap strip and bracing or may be of the continuous t1pe. It is recommended that at least one side of the bottom cap strip be covered with the continuous
gusset. This will forestall broken bottom cap strips by spectators'heads when they
walk under the wings. The aileron ribs must be made with a continuous gusset on
at least one side to insure sufficient strength, Use 1 14" x 20 GA. aircraft nails
and any of the aircraft quality glues to build the ribs.
Wing Spars
The wing spars are made from vertical grain Sitka Spruce. The spar wood should
be run through a power planer to bring it to the desired thickness. Then, make a template
of the spar openings of the wing ribs and cut the beveled edges on.the spars so that the
ribs are a nice snug fit. By now, you should have constructed an assembly table from
2 sheets of.314" x 4'x 8'p11nrood. Place the panels end to end so as to make table
area 4'x 16'. Nail 2" x 4" boards to the plywood for support and set the whole table
top on three or more saw horses about 3r high.
Assembly Wing Parts
Donrt forget that each wing panel is a mirror-image
of the other, one right and
one left. Square the butt end of the spars and then cut the spar for the wing tip
installation as shown. Be sure to make all the taper on the bottom of the spar at
the tip. Next, attach the 1/8" birch plywood doubler pieces at the butt and wing
strut attachment location. Do not glue, just a few nails to hold while you locate and
drill the holes. These holes must be accurate in order that the wing attach fittings
at the butt end ard wing strut end are bn common centers between the front and rear
spars. Compression strut attach holes must also be on co[unon centers. Next
place all the ribs on the spars, removing the 1/8" plywood at the butt end of the
spar. Don't forget to also place the aileron spar in its position at this time. Rib
number 10 will have to have a portion of the inboard vertical strip removed in order
for it to go into place over the 1/8" plywood re- enforcing plate on the front spar.
With all the ribs loosely installed near their proper place, install the 1/8" plSrwood
re-enforcing plates with glue, nails and the metal fittings for additional gluing
prcssure.
Next install all the compression struts in their proper location. The
314 x 3/4 square spruce cosrpression strips on the butt rib may be glued to the
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plywood side in their proper location. Next, install the drag-anti-drag tie rods in the
wing, adjusting the wing ribs as required so that the tie rods do not touch any of the
rib parts. \,Iake certain that the end of your table is a perfect 90 degrees from the
Iong edge, Then place the butt attach fittings so that the center of the holes line up to
the edge of the table and place the front spar along the long side of the table. Tighten
the tie rods, keeping the wing square by maintaining alignment along end and side of
the table, You should be able to move the ribs with the tie rods tight, as there should
be no end pressure by the spars on the wing ribs. Glue each rib to the spar and
secure w'ith 2 nails through the vertical brace on each side of the spar. Next, bend
and attach the 5/8" x .035 - 1010 or 1020 carbon steel tube wing bow as indicated.
Attachthe 314x3/4 leading edge andthe.025 aluminum trailing edge. You may
now install the aileron hinge brackets on the rear spar and aileron spar. Make certain that all hinge points are on a common center. Now cut the cap strips that hold
the aileron in place to the rest of the wing and remove aileron and install the end
aileron r!bs. Attach the 1/16" plymood to the leading edge of the aileron from top
of spar to the bottom of the spar. This is easily done by soaking the plywood in hot
water until plyable, then bend around the leading edge and secure with nailing strips
until dry, Then remove, put glue on all parts that come in contact and nail securely
in place. After a complete sanding of the wings and ailerons to smooth all the rough
spots or sharp edges, brush the wood with at least three coats of polyurethanevarnish.
Most of this t;rpe of varnish is dope proof after drying for about two weeks. You
might check your varnish before using for its dope-proof qualities. Attach the cable
fair-leads and pulley brackets and pulleys. The wings are now ready to set aside
until ready for final assembly. Do not attach the .016 aluminum until the A/C has
been inspected for cover by the F. A. A. inspector.
Center Section
The center section is basicail.v a metal tube framework covered with a wood frame
to camyc'u'i the airfoil shape. Make certain that the distance between the spar holes
on the front and rear spars is the same and they are on common centers. The aileron
control cable makes a complete cirele from the aileron bell crank, up through the
pulleys to the fish-plate hook up. Adjust all pulleys for correct action and don't forget to place on the cable guards. The contrcl stick should move from side to side
with no tighrt or binding areas. The aileron activating cables go onto the fish plate
upper connecting holes. When rigging the aileron control cables, make certain there
is at least 3" distance between the activating cable and the balance cable. You do
not want these two caL,les to get tangled up with each other. You may place additional
fair-leads on the wing butt rib to insure separation.
Tail Surfaces
The tail surfaces are also relatively simple, but employ more metal working
and should be rnade al'ter the wings are complete. One vital item to rernember, "do
not make the tail surfaces from heavier material than shown. " These tail surfaces
have proven out very satisfactory in use. The tail weight is very critical in a twoplace tandem such as ACEY DEUCY, and an overweight tail can lead to all kinds of
weight and balance problems.
You may install a serew jack adjustment for the
stabilizer if you desire in place of the trim tab adjustment to the elevator as shown.
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used less than 1/2" up or ciowniravel from the neutral
I{owever, the original A/C
carried.
I recommend the tab as it is lighter and
loads
in
porition for an;r change
properly'
fot easier to rnake and get to working
"
In order to get the bend in the 3 /4" stabilizer leading edge tubes, fill with sand,
heat to a cherry red with the torch and bend to fit a template of the curve you have
prewiously made. Lay out the stabilizer and elevators on the table top. Nail on
Make the stabilizer in one piece and the elevator
blocks to hold the parts together.
in one piece. It will make alignment much easier later on when you install it to the
fuselage. The ribs can be made up as indicated by most sheet metal shops for a
small sum. Bend the trailing edge to the shape indicated. It is not difficult to
bend, use a little heat and caution at the sharp bends on the inboard ends. After
the tack welding is complete, remove from the form and completely weld, taking
care to keep the main spars straight.
Complete the rudder, using the same methods
for
the
as
elevators.
Make up the elevator hinges as shown and install the two outer ones on the
stabilizer only. At this point, put the elevators, stabilizer and rudder away and
proceed with the fuselage construction.
Fuselage Construction
With the wing and tail surfaces stowed away, you calr now get on with the fuselage
construction. Lay out the fuselage sides on the table by drawing in all the center
lines positions for the tubing. Nail the small wood blocks in the proper position to
hold the tubing while it is being fitted and tack welded. Make the two sides of the
fuselage, adding the additional braces for the door to the front cockpit. When both
sides are tack welded, make the eight cross members that fit between stations B
and the top of station D. These are all the same length and should be cut and fitted
to a jig to insure they are actually the same length. Set the fuselage sides upside
down on the table top, which can now be lowered to a more convenient working
height of about 24". Tack weld all the equal length cross members into place. Add
the diagonal bracing in the same area and then weld completeiy all the parts from
station B to the top of station D. As this area is square, it should be easy to keep
perfect alignment.
Do not weld the bottom of the V at station 81 where it comes in
with
contact
the longeron and double square tube cross members. It will be
finished when the wing strut attach fitting is fitted and installed. With the coclcpit
area solidly welded and in alignment, proceed to finish toward the tail. Heat and
gently bend the longerons behind the top of station D and C11. Place the cross
pieces in at station G. With the sides now straight from stations D and C11,
measure and install the cross members at lower D and upper and lower E and F.
A center line wire may no\t' be stretched from the center of station B to the center
of station G, top and bottom as an aid to keeping stations D, E and F in alignment.
Put in all the diagonals and completely weld up this section. Heat up the longerons
behind station G and bring them together tacked temporarily for alignment. The
vertical fin will be put in later on. Now heat and bend the longerons forward of
station B and complete cross members from B to A. None of your stations should
be over 1i 16" off the centerline and you should not have any twist to the fuselage
at any point. Install the wing strut fittings at station 81. The top half may be
completely welded in, but the bottom should not be completed until the wings and
struts have been installed and the final angle for the strut fitting determined.

Landing

Gear

A Piper J-3 "V" strut unit will fit,
The landing gear may now be installed.
but if they are not available, a stronger gear can be made from the dimensions
given in the print.
If you make the gear, use jigs to insure fittings are on
comrnon centers and that the axle is 90 degrees to the centerline of the fuselage.
You may hold the axles at 90 degrees to the fuselage by running a 1" tube through
both axles to hold the gear in alignment while the landing gear fittings are being
welded on. Use the previously made "Vil struts as jigs to hold the gear brackels
in alignment while they are welded at stations B and C. After the gear has been
fitted, the ar:xiliary axles may be welded inside the outer axle. The shock strut
lengths may now be determined by measurement from the landing gear cabane .
strut fitting to the inside of the landing gear axle. The shock strut should have
about 213 of its total travel taken up when the a:rles are parallel to the ground.
The prints show one t;pe of shock strut that may be used, but t;pes using bungee
cord may also be used.
Center Section Strut Fitting
The center section strut fittings are simple and easily installed.
Make sure that
each strut attach hole is 1" above thebngeron.
Also be certain that a line drawn
across the fuselage from the fitting holes on either side is exactly g0 degrees to
the centerline of the fuselage.
The fuselage side of the motor mor:nt fittings may now be welded in place.
Most machine shops will. turn these from mild carbon steel round stock for a
nominal sum. Make sure they are installed with the flat washer part parallel '
to the tubing at station A and all are parallel with each other.
Tail Surfaces Installed
The tail surfaces can now be installed.
The stabilizer should still be in one
piece. Tack weld the hold down bushings on the forward short 1" diameter spar.
Tack weld the brackets for the main spar to the fuselage. Put the stabilizer in
place and insure the main spar is g0 degrees to the center line of the fuselage.
When square, weld up bushings and brackets.
Now take your hacksaw and saw the
forward and rear sPars through, this leaving the center attach fittings in place
on the fuselage. Make up the cany through tubes from the stock siies given and
reinstall both sides of the stablilizer.
Drill 3/16" holes for retaining bolts through
both spars and their carry through tubes about l" outward from the inboard rib. Now
cut the elevator spar in haU at the center of the fuselage opening. Line up the outer
ends of the spars with the spars of the stabilizer and install the haU of the hinge on
the elevator to match the haU previously installed on the stabilizer.
The elevator
front halves should now be made up and fitted so that when the two halves are
bolted together, the hinges do not bind. Weld the fish-mouth tube to the elevator
spar on each haU.
Fin

Construction

The fin cEul now be completed. It is simple with no curved parts. it should be
made at the same time as the rudder so that ribs, hinge points, etc., Iine up
properly.
The rudder spar is row wetded to the end of the longerons at station H.
J

that holds the lower front edge of the fin in p1ace. Do
\\:eld in the front straight tubing
the turtle deck has been completed. Attach the
until
tubes
nol rveld in the curved
stabiliz.er brace wire fittings on the fin, stabilizer spar and across tbe bottom of the
fuselage. Install the tie rods and insure the complete tail assembly is true and that
the moving parts u'ork rvith no binding.
Control Column
The controls may now be installed in the fuselage. Make up the torque tube
Do not put any fittings on the torque tube until
bearings as indicated and install.
aII the bearings have been installed and are true on common centers. Make up
the aileron bell crank and control stick columns. Put the torque tube bushings
in place and put the aileron control horn on the torque tube before welding in the
control stick bushings. Install all the components and insure free movement of
Install the pushpull tube between the two control
control stick in all directions.
sticks and make up the walking beam assembly. Tack weld in place to insure you
have proper motion of the control stick and push-pull tube before welding in for
good. The self-aligning control rod ends used on each end of the rear push-pull
tube should not have less than 3/8" male threads. Use ?/t0 U you can get them.
The stick should move the elevators about 30 degrees both up and down with a
smooth action and no hard spots. Elevator stops can be placed on the torque tube
+-olimit stick throw, and on the center stabilizer section to limit the elevator
travel.
PIace stand-offs or pulleys if required to prevent the elevator cable from
rubbing on internal fuselage bracing.
Do not fasten the aileron bell crank to the
torque tube yet.
Rudder Controls
Make up the rudder pedals and rudder bar and install as indicated. The cable
hook-up is rvith the turnbuckle on both sides of the rudder pedals for full ratrge
a d j u s t m e n t . F a i r - l e a d s m u s t be installed on the upright members at station G.
Seats
Install the seats as indicated. Bottom is covered rvith 3/8" marine plyrvood,
the back is of 1/4" plywood. Upholster as you desire. Be mindful of weight of
upholstery materials.
Gas Tank
The gas tank is made from fiber glass and resin that is in common use in the
boat building trade. The tank shape is real weird, but the shape does give it added
strength.
Don't leave out the "V" diagona] brace in the upper fuselage between
stations A and B in order to make a simpler tank. If you do, you will have a weak
fuselage in twisting moment.
Motor lvlount
You will have to make up the motor mount for the engine used. The dirnensions
given are for 65 - 85 or 90 HP Continental. Bold the mount pads to station "A" tc
the pads already installed.
By means of a jig, position the engine pads in thei:

Then Droceed to'reld in the tubing. You rnust get excellent t'elds
i-"cger location.
present in this area.
tn tne motor mount because of the vibration that is always
Nose Piece and Fire Wa11
When you get your engine mounted, place the nose pieee in its proper position.
you may make up your own nose piece, use a stock nose piece from a production
A/C or you may purchase from the designer a nose piece designedfor the AlC.
With the nose piece in position, run a straight edge from the nose piece back to the
front coclqpit area where the aluminum cowling ends. Tape a cardboard pattern
to station A all around, sli.ghtly larger than what the fire wall will be. Notch the
cardboard so the straight edge may connect the points desired. After you have
gone all around the nose cowl at about 2" intervals, the fire wa1l shape will be
apparent. Cut and test a full size cardboard pattern, then make your final fire
u'all from .015 stainless steel. Bend on a fluted flange at least 3/4" wide to which
the anchor nuts will be attached to hold the cowlings in place.
Alurainum Fuselage and Engine Cowling
The fuselage is covered with .025-2024 T-3 aluminum from the front coclcpit
Three pieces are used, top and two sides. Except for the fire wall
area forward.
position, all of the aluminum covering is held in place u'ith 1 11" x #4 self -tapping
screws, AN530-4. The cowling for the engine compartment and the cowling at the
fire waIl is held on with 8 x 32 machine screws, AN526-832-8 which screw into a nut
p).ate anchor nut, AN366-832 which has been riveted to the inside of the fire wall
flange. The scre',vs should 6e about 4" apart along all edges. It is advisable to
look over other homebuilt A/C or factory AIC with similar engine installations so
you can see.just what the finished product should look like. There are many ways to
attach the engine cowlings, the foregoing is just one. Cockpit aluminum combings
are also cut in Left and right pieces and attached w'ith !f 4" x #4 screws.
Computing the C/G
Before constructing the center section cabane struts or wing struts, the final
position of the u,ing n:ust be determined.
Install all of the component parts of the
fuselage and tail. Attach weight to indicate trvo quarts of oil in the engine and two
gallons of gas in the tank. Level the fuselage on s.cales, fore and aft and athwartships. A metal prop is a must in order to keep useable weight forward of the ClG,
Have a large friend who weighs not more than 225 lbs. get into the rear seat and then
compute the C/G, from the scale readings. Refer to the old FAA Manual CANI-18
for the proper method. Next tape the .016 aluminum leading edges on the wings.
Tape the strut blanks in their relative positions on the wing. Weigh the wings
and determine their C/G by balancing at the end wing ribs r:ntil leveI. Do the same
with the center section. Then compute the final wing location by combining the
wing and fuselage C/G locations so that she final C/G of the completely assembled
A/C vith the most aft load conditon, heavypilot aft and no gas, rviIl have a C/G no
t'urther aft than 33% of the wing chord or 20" aft of the leading edge. Any weights
that are now added, passenger, gas or oil, will aII tend to move the C/G forward.
With the wi.ng location now determined, you can now proceed to weld tbe cabane struts.

The center section cabane struts are now drawn out on the table top and jigged
up to hold the strut parts in proper posi,tion rvhile they are welded. Both strut units
must be exactly alike. lVith the cabane struts finished, install the center section.
Attach wing panels using wood struts about 1" over length to hold them in position.
Level the fuselage again, adjust by cutting down the temporary struts to obtain
2-Il2" dihedra1 as measured at the last rib on each wing panel. This gives a
The wings should be perfectly flat for this procedure,
1 degree dihedral angle.
no wash-in or wash-out. With the wings in their proper position, measure the
distance between the hole centers for strut lengths. You should have already
measured from the same position on the outer end of the rear wing spar to the
rudder post, to insure the wings are 90 degrees to the center line of the fuselage.
Adjust the tierods in the center section until the same distance is measured from
both wings to rudder post. Now finish the wing struts by first installing the fork
ends. Next make the outer ends of the struts from 1" x .120 square tubing. With
the forks adjusted so that you will have at least a 3/8" shortening ability put the
strut in place of the temporary wood strut. The square tube end can be attached
to the wing fitting and the strut laid alongside to get the exact distance and angle
Remove, tack weld and test again for proper tit.
of the end fitting to the strut.
trVhenall have been fitted, weld on the outer ends of all the struts. Install the
eye bolts directly beneath the jury strut fittings with are already on the wing.
The pitot and static tubes can now be
ilIeasure and install the jury strut fittings.
installed on the jury strut and the 1/4" aluminum Unes run to the outer side of the
butt rib. The pitot and static lines from the instruments run up the forward
cahane strut leg and are connected to the wing tubing with a short piece of neoprene
tubing and clamps.
Pre-Cover Inspection
At this point Sroushould be thinking of the pre-cover inspection by the F. A. A.
inspector. First, an E. A. A. Designee should have gone over the A /C and also
kept up to date on your construction.
This will insure that you do not present an
A/C to the F. A. A. that is not completely ready for their inspection. The engine
should be able to be run so that the engine operating controls may be checked for
proper operation. lVhen the E. A. A. Designee is satisfied you are readyr f,ou
may notify the loca1 F. A. A. General Aviation District Office by letter that you
are ready for their pre-cover inspection. Use sample letter #1 as a guide for
this notification.
You may at the sarne time write the F. A, A. Aeronautical
Center, P. O. Box 25082, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73L75, requesting the assignment of an identification number. Sample letter #2 rnay be used as a guide.
If you want a specific nutnber, you will have to forward the $10.00 fee required
for sueh action. You will receive by return mail a number reservation assignment and the application form for aircraft registration.
Complete the application
form as directed, and submit the additional information required for amateur
built aircraft.
Use sample letter #3, together with the $5.00 registration fee,
anci ,vou rvill shortly receive that A /C registration you have worked so hard to
get. Both of the above charges are a one-time lely, once you have )'our
registration, no further registration charges are required.

Coveting
There are manY different covering materials available and most are as good as
another. A lot of personal preference comes into play here. I recornmend covering
with 2. 5 oz. dacron fabric. Heat shrink, then brush on or spray on clear and silver
nitrate dope. trVhenthe fabric has been properly filled, spray on the color in butrate
dope. illetal parts are painted with A/C enamel.
Flight Testing
The flight test of any amateur built A/C should be approached with great caution.
you
If
donrt feel you have the qualifications required, let someone else do your testing
for you. You can do the preliminary taxi runs to insure the A/C is controllable on
the ground on landing runout. Several tail-up taxi tests will also give you a good feel
for the stick pressures and what is required to keep the A/C straight down ttre runway.
Donrt be lulled into thinking that high speed taxi tests dontt have their perils, they do.
After the initial flight is made, you are really I'up and away" in your Acey Deucy. A
word about aerobatics. This A/C was not intended or designed to perform aerobatics,
it is basically too stable and does not have the power reserve required of an aerobatic
AlC. I firmly believe that any amateur built AlC, even though built from designs
that indicate a great safety margin in their design, should not be flown aerobatically
unless those safety margins have been proven on that individual A/C by actual ioading
the structure to its design limits indicated. Remember, there is no central quatity
control in the production of amateur built aircraft.
The aircrafi you build may have
excellent construction throughout and be built only from the finest of aircraft
materials, but the next person who is on a more restricted budget may use secondhand material and be not quite as good at welding as he should. His A/C would
probably not have the same strength factor as yours, even though built from the same
set of plans.
To all of you who endeavor to build this A/C,
just plane fun flyrng as I have had in it.

I hope you have as many hours of

JOHN C. POWELL
4 Donald Drive,
Middletown, R.I. 02840
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